
ON COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE GROUPS
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In this note I shall give some theorems concerning completely de-

composable groups. I use the same definition and follow the same

notations as those in the book [l].

Definition. A subgroup H of a torsion free group G is said to be

regular if the elements of H have the same types in H and G.

Lemma 1. If H is a regular subgroup of a torsion free group G, G^K

^H and K/H is torsion, then K is also a regular subgroup of G.

Proof. For any kEK, we have Pk(£) (type of k in K)^Ta(k).

Since K/H is torsion, there is an integer mt^O such that nkEH- From

the fact that H is regular, we have Ta(k) = Ta(nk) = TH(nk) g T¡c(nk)

= TK(k) g T0(k). Hence we get TK(k) = Ta(k).

From this lemma we see that any subgroup K of a torsion free

group with G/K of bounded order is a regular subgroup of G.

Theorem 1. G= 11^\ G\ (direct sum) where A is a well ordered set

with least element 0, G\ has rank 1 for X>0 and T(x) 2: T(y), whenever

xEG\, yEGß with \<p. Then for any regular subgroup H of G we have

H= (HC\Go) © Zx>o Hy. where HX^GX or H* = Q.

Proof. Define G*=Hx<aGx and Ha=HC\Ga. Then H*+l/H°

= Ha+l/(H"+inGa)^{G", Ha+l}/GaúGa+l/Ga^Ga. It is clear that

Ha is pure in H for each a£A. If Ha+l5¿H" and a>0, for any xEHa+l

and x $H° we have TH(x) = TG(x) = T(Ga). Hence T(Ga) á T(Ha+yH°)

^T(G0) = T(x) iora>0. By

Baer's Lemma. Let S be a pure subgroup of the torsion free group G

such that (1) G/S is of rank 1 ; (2) G/S is of type a and (3) every element

of G not in S is again of type a. Then S is a direct summand of G.

[l, Lemma 46.3, p. 163], Ha is a direct summand of Ha+1 and

Ha+1 = HaffiHa, where Ha either vanishes or is =Ga for a>0 and

Ho = HC\Go. With a simple transfinite induction we are led to the

result Ha+1 is the direct sum of all H\ with X^a, and H= llhsK H\

= (Hr\Go)@Hi>oHx.

Corollary 1. Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 and nG^H

ÚG for some n^O. Then H= (Hr\Go) © £x>o Hx, where H^G* for

\>0and nGoúHr\GoúGo.
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This corollary follows immediately from the fact that Ha+l^Ha.

Corollary 2. Let H be torsion free and nH^G^H for some n^O,

where G is as in Theorem 1. Then H= Z^^ H\ with H\=G\for \>0

and nHoúGoúHo. Moreover, if G0 is pure in H, Ho can be taken to

be Go-

Proof. Since wG = wiî = G, Corollary 1 gives nH=(nH(~\Go)

© l^x>o Ax with Ax=Gx for each \>0. The map x-^(l/n)x is an

isomorphism of nH onto H so that H=(l/n)(nH(~\Go) ® 2^x>o H\

with Jix=(l/w)Ax^Gx for \>0 and, taking H0=(l/n)(nHr\Go),

with nHoèGo^Ho. Finally if Go is pure in H, then nHC\Go = nGo so

that Ho—(l/n)(nHr\Go)=Go- Corollaries 1 and 2 give a generaliza-

tion of a theorem of R. A. Beaumont and R. S. Pierce [2, Theorem

9.5 and Corollary 9.6]. When G0 is taken to be zero, Theorem 1 and

its corollaries apply to completely decomposable groups.

Corollary 3. Let G be a torsion free group, mG^7F_G and H is a

completely decomposable homogeneous group (every element is of the

same type). Then G is isomorphic to H.

Theorem 2. Let G be a finite rank torsion free group with types in a

chain. Then G is completely decomposable if and only if for any regular

subgroup H, with r(H) (rank of H)=r(G), G/H is finite.

Proof. Assume G=Z"-iGi, r(G,-) = l and H is as stated in the

theorem. Then by regularity, HC\Gi are of finite index in G¿. Since H

contains Zn-i (HC\Gi) which is of finite index in G, we see that the

condition is necessary. In order to prove sufficiency, we choose a

special set of n independent elements fti, h2, • ■ • ,hn in the following

manner. As G is of finite rank and with types in a chain, there must be

an element fti 5^0 with maximal type in G otherwise we shall be led

to the contradiction that G is not of finite rank. Suppose we have se-

lected fti, • • • , ftr which are independent and Kr to be the set of ele-

ments which are independent to fti, • • • , ftr. In Kr we choose ftr+i with

maximal type among the elements in KT. With this selection we have

a maximal independent set {fti, ■ • ■ , hn} and H= 2"-i Q1*)* i(x)* is

the pure subgroup generated by x) is regular. For if H is not regular,

there exists h=Zî-ixi ixiE(hi)* and xm^0) such that Fff(xm)

= Fjî(ft) <Fo(ft). Then if fti, • • • , hm-x, ft is independent and T(h)

> T(hm) we get a contradiction about the choice of ft,-. Hence

H= XX i in<)* ÏS regular and G/H finite. By Corollary 2, we have

that G is completely decomposable. When we make the sharper con-

dition that G is homogeneous in Theorem 2, we get a theorem of Baer

[l, Theorem 48.1, p. 173].
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ISOMETRIC ISOMORPHISMS OF MEASURE ALGEBRAS

B. E. JOHNSON

1. Introduction. We shall prove that two locally compact topologi-

cal groups with isometrically isomorphic measure algebras are them-

selves isomorphic. This is similar to a result of Wendel (see [2])

proved for group algebras. We first characterize the absolutely con-

tinuous measures on a group in terms of the metric and algebra

properties of the measure algebra. It then follows that if two locally

compact groups have isometrically isomorphic measure algebras then

they have isometrically isomorphic group algebras, and so our result

follows from Wendel's theorem.

2. Singularity in terms of norm. Throughout this section X will

denote a locally compact Hausdorff space. The set M(X) of bounded

complex Radon measures on X forms a Banach space (see [l, p. 57])#

Lemma 1. If a, ß are two complex numbers then

\a + ß\   +  \a- ß\   ^ 2 j «|   +2\ß\ ,

equality occurring if and only if a = 0 or ß = 0.

Proof. This result follows from the elementary inequalities

|a±/3|á|a|+|/3| by considering the occasions in which these are

both equalities.

Theorem 1. Let ui, n2EM(X). Then ¡xi and ¿u2 are mutually singular

if and only if

(1) ||/*i + M2II + H ah. — M2II = 2||/ii|| + 2||/i2||.

Proof. Put v = [ 1x11 +1 ¡x2\ • Both jui and a2 are absolutely continuous

with respect to v, and so there are ^-integrable functions/1,/2 on X,

such that HiiE) = ifi.v)iE)=fE fi(t)dvit), i=l, 2, for each Borel set

E in X. We have
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